Head’s Weekly Newsletter
Issue 5, 4 October 2019

Mrs Ania Hildrey, Headteacher, headteacher@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Dear Students, Families, Colleagues and Friends
Welcome to today’s issue of the Head’s Weekly Newsletter.
I write this foreword during a short break in the programme of the International Neurodiversity
and Mental Health Conference held here in Liverpool. The programme is truly inspiring and I
have been humbled to be asked by Dr Tony Lloyd, the CEO of the ADHD Foundation which
is the organiser of the event to share our own journey as a school.
My talk is on the topic of “Outstanding specialist school: from vision to reality” and I look
forward to sharing some of our successful approaches and linking with other partners to help
us develop even further!
The truth is, I am suffering with a typical imposter syndrome…. The list of speakers is aweinspiring: from Dr Ned Hallowell who inspiringly opened up the conference to every single one
of the speakers from a range of disciplines spanning education, health, teacher training,
nursing, therapies, researcher, charity sector representatives and many more!
The messages so far are reassuring and challenging in equal measures:
We must work to challenge the status quo and we must do it together (that is the reassuring
bit, as it is highly compatible with my vision for the school). At the same time, we must try so
much harder than we have ever done before (this is the challenging bit as the national statistics
regarding the long-term outcomes for those we serve remain too poor to be proud of!).
The one key theme though must remain: it is absolutely our job to make the impossible
possible!!!
I thank you all for your hard work and support and I congratulate our students on their
successes this week.
Have a lovely weekend and I look forward to seeing you all next week.

Kind regards
Mrs A. Hildrey
Headteacher

EDUCATE AWARDS 2019-20

Here we go again!
Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’
Following last year’s success at the Educate Awards
2018-19
Outstanding Teaching of Life Skills Award
Winner: Abbot’s Lea School

I am delighted to announce, Abbot’s Lea School has been shortlisted in
the following categories for the Educate Awards 2019-20:
SEND Provision Award category AND Career Aspiration category

A huge achievement for us and yet another recognition of our amazing
work here at Abbot’s Lea School!

Congratulations so far and fingers crossed that the jury sees our work as
exceptional and second-to-none.
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Key Stage 3 Poems from National Poetry Day
Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’

Money
The golden coins rattled.
The happy, calm music played.
Gives me a yellow, happy smile.
By Cemal

Ghana
I was about to take a trotro to the church.
My Grandma was best at cooking.
I can hear my Grandma laughing.
The black star Square in Accra.
By Royle
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Launch of Kooth.com – Counselling Support

Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’
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FRESH CAMHS STIGMA CAMPAIGN

Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’

Wednesday 16 October, 2019
16:30-18:00 at the Tate, Liverpool
FREE Tea, Coffee and Cake
A group of young people have an exciting project in FRESH
CAMHS.
They have created an excellent animation which aims to
explain the impact Stigma can have on young people’s Mental
Health. Abbot’s Lea School would like to help, by sharing this
animation far and wide.
You are invited to attend a premiere of the animation on:
Wednesday 16 October, 2019 at the Tate, Liverpool from
16:30-18:00
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FREE CRICKET SESSIONS
Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’
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GOVERNING BODY
Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’

CALL TO ACTION
Some of you may recall last year’s consultation on the possible changes
to our Admissions Policy, affecting in particular admission arrangements
to our Key Stage 5 provision.
As a result of the many unanswered questions at the end of the opinion
gathering exercise, the Governing Body has decided to extend our
enquiries to further consultation with the students, families, staff and the
commissioning local authorities.
This piece of work is tabled for the September – December 2019 period
of time.
I am therefore writing to ask that anyone wishing to contribute to the
collation of the various stakeholders’ views contacts Kim Adair, my PA to
put your name forward.
I hope that we will have a small group formed before the end of this half
term so that we can coordinate view-seeking efforts in November and
collate them before the end of the calendar year.
To reassure everyone and reiterate previous communication: our school
is a school maintained by the local authority. As such, we may not change
our admissions policy or criteria ourselves. This therefore is an informal,
rather than a formal consultation and as such, it is an exploration of
various scenarios related to the intake of students.
Please contact Kim Adair if you wish to join the working group:
kim.adair@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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THE ISABELLA TRUST
Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’
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ZONES OF REGULATION WORKSHOP
We use visual resources
to identify
howChallenge
we are feeling. ‘Momo’
We assign our feelings into
Social
Media
one of four concrete coloured zones:
> The Red Zone is used to describe extremely heightened states of alertness and
intense emotions. A person may be elated or experiencing anger, rage, explosive
behaviour, devastation, or terror when in the Red Zone.
> The Yellow Zone is also used to describe a heightened state of alertness and
elevated emotions; however, one has more control when they are in the Yellow Zone.
A person may be experiencing stress, frustration, anxiety, excitement, silliness, the
wiggles, or nervousness when in the Yellow Zone.
> The Green Zone is used to describe a calm state of alertness. A person may be
described as happy, focused, content, or ready to learn when in the Green Zone. This
is the zone where optimal learning occurs.
> The Blue Zone is used to describe low states of alertness and down feelings such
as when one feels sad, tired, sick, or bored.
The students have each been supported to think about the things they can do for
themselves, or with others’ help, to return to a healthier place when they experience
emotions that prevent them from being ‘ready to learn’. What you might do when you
are sad may be different from what I would do, and that is what makes this approach
personal to every student.
Like many other schools, this approach to enable children and young people to
understand and manage their feelings and emotions has been extremely successful;
also a strategy that can be very easily applied at home, or in the community.

A workshop on Zones of Regulation will be available
to all families at Abbot’s Lea School on Friday 11
October 10:30 – 12:30. You can sign up to this workshop
either with our school reception, or by emailing:
bookings@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
“Life is 10% what happens to us and 90% how we react
to it.”
Charles Swindoll
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Deputy Headteacher
Mr McVerry, Deputy Headteacher
E: anthony.mcverry@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Firstly, I want to thank our amazing primary department for their amazing Harvest assembly
today. It was great to see the students lead on the assembly and fully immerse themselves
into it and share their learning this week. I enjoyed the songs chosen and also the entire
theme, well done!
Thank you to Miss Sloan for getting the local food bank in to talk at both assemblies, sharing
their passion and drive to make a difference. Thank you also goes to our staff, students and
families for their donations, they have all been taken and will go to help people within the South
of the City.
This week, I met with the lead from the Liverpool City Region Careers Hub, I have been asked,
with the Deputy Head of Rowan Park to share the work we have been doing around our
Careers Curriculum and how we meet each of the Gatsby Benchmarks. We will also be talking
about how we overcame the barriers and how we have so much more to do and our plans.
Myself, and the Key Stage Leaders also met with our partners in School Improvement
Liverpool this week, to discuss our curriculum development and our plans for further
developments we are working on as we strive to deliver an outstanding and bespoke ASD
curriculum to all of our students that meets their needs and is bespoke to their aspirations.
I also want to thank and congratulate all of our staff for the nominations for the Educate
Awards, without your hard work day in day out, it would not be possible. Thank you and well
done!
Also a massive thank you and well done to our families and friends as without your support
this would not be possible.
Have a wonderful weekend.
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Care and Safeguarding
Ms Alison Twomey, Head of Care and Safeguarding
E: Alison.twomey@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Trying to keep up with the latest ‘trends’ in the digital world can feel like a full time job
sometimes but this week I came across a term I had genuinely never heard of before;
“sadfishing”.
“Sadfishing” has been described as a growing behavioural trend, where people apparently
make exaggerated claims about their emotional problems to generate sympathy. The issue
was discussed recently at the Headmasters’ and Headmistresses’ Conference (HMC), a
professional Association of heads of the world’s leading independent schools. The trend is
claimed to have been driven by celebrities who have been accused of inflating details about
their emotional problems online. Journalist Rebecca Reid claims to have coined the term in
January 2019 after a number of celebrities were accused of teasing details about personal
issues on their social media sites in order to gain publicity and attract more ‘likes’.
The HMC commissioned a study by Digital Awareness UK who produced a report on this
issue. The report said: “DAUK is concerned about the number of students who are bullied for
sadfishing (through comments on social media, on messaging apps or face-to-face), thus
exacerbating what could be a serious mental health problem”. Being accused of “sadfishing”
can be traumatic for young people with genuine mental health issues who are looking for
legitimate support online. There are also concerns that children could be left vulnerable to
online groomers who prey on them by providing sympathy in order to gain their trust. The
study was based on face-to-face interviews with more than 50,000 children aged 11 to 16 so
it clearly has merit and should be taken seriously. We already know about the problems with
online bullying with more than a quarter of headteachers in England reporting having to deal
with this issue on a weekly basis (the highest figure from the 48 countries studied).
In an ideal world, children wouldn’t need to go online to find support for their mental health
because they would be speaking with someone in the ‘real’ world. Talking to your child about
mental health issues is really important as it helps their emotional development and builds
resilience. Having regular conversations about their feelings will encourage them to seek help
with their mental health if they ever need to, reducing the likelihood of searching for support
from online sources. Families are more than welcome to get in touch if further advice and
guidance around online safety and mental health is required.
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Autism Research and Development
Ms Micah Grimshaw, Head of Autism Research and Development
E: micah.grimshaw@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

This week the Primary and Secondary Girls’ Club met for the first time this year.
In both groups, we discussed the use of phrases "pass" when feeling uncomfortable sharing
something and "I need an idea" when group suggestions would be helpful.
In Primary Club, we started the session with a Build-a-Dance activity. I started the dance off
with the floss (yes, Miss Grimshaw can floss!) and each girl then added a dance move, building
a sequence of moves together as a group. We shouted our names loud and proud with each
of our moves, to familiarise ourselves with each other including new members of the club.
The group then paired up to create secret handshakes. This was a lot of fun, and I can imagine
the girls passing each other in the corridor now with knowing smiles of shared experiences.
Finally, we designed our own personal folders for future meetings.

In Secondary Club, we welcomed Marie Hall as our first external speaker of the year. Marie,
Founder of Empowerment House and online blogger, spoke honestly about her experiences
from dancer to solicitor, solicitor to where she is today. This then inspired the group to talk
about their dreams. Whilst some members have inspirational ambition to step into paid
employment in areas of interest as soon as possible, three students also spoke passionately
about their plans to complete studies at University level.
Marie also spoke about the importance of mentoring and empowering others, something that
we are keen to explore further for all students at Abbot’s Lea School.
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School Business Support
Mrs Michelle Griffiths, Head of HR
E: michelle.griffiths@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Welcome to Gemma Armer our new Job Coach and final member of the Employability Team
who joined us on Monday. Gemma is supporting students at Cadent Gas and Speke Hall and
tells me she is loving the role!
Welcome back to Fionn Corcoran, student teacher who is joining Botswana Class on an
extended placement as part of his studies.
This week I met with some HR staff from other schools in the area to share best practice and
innovation. We had some useful conversations, particularly around the wellbeing of our
employees.

Mr Andrew Cocklin, Head of Finance and Operations
E: andrew.cocklin@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Another busy week, which included a really positive meeting with one of our soon to be
HLTA's, Mr Bijster.
We had a really good meeting about how we can tap into Eco projects with students to raise
awareness and to try to make us all more aware of our environment and what we can do to
improve things. We have increased recycling significantly over the last 12 months, with thanks
to Miss Sell for starting the ball rolling with this, but there is so much more we can do.
Any suggestions from staff, students and families would be warmly welcomed.
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Job Coach
Ms Claire Caddick, Job Coach
E: Claire.caddick@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

The interns are all progressing really well!
On Wednesdays, we have a study day, where we usually complete employability based work.
The start of the session always begins with weekly reflections as I ask them to share what’s
going well, what are you learning and what are you finding challenging. This week during
reflections it was blindingly obvious that each interns communication skills and confidence had
dramatically improved in a few short weeks. They were far more eloquent and expressive
when they were feeding back to the group. They were choosing to use far more words and
talk for much longer.
I wasn’t shocked in any way, I was surprised that this had happened much more quickly than
what I had estimated or previously experienced. It was also a joy to hear them talking about
going for lunch together during their working day. For them to visit book shops and game
shops on the way home from work. One intern said to me “ this is changing my life already”
with the biggest smile on his face. Internship is so much more than an employability
programme or work placement. The soft skills and life skills that they learn are second to none.
The challenges that they have to overcome are awe inspiring. Obviously I am the biggest
advocate for supported internships but this week was a reminder of just how life changing they
are.
Have a nice weekend.
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Key Stage News and Updates
Early Years and Key Stage 1
Key Stage Leader: Miss O’Neill
Maria.O’Neill@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
This week we have been getting ready for our Harvest celebrations by learning about the
festival, singing songs and creating our Harvest food boxes.
Ireland Class
We have been reading our new story 'The Ginger Bread Man.' some of us have been learning
to remember words from the story and others have been learning to re tell the story.
On Tuesday we took part in a dough disco with special ginger bread play dough, we then used
tools to roll and cut out our own ginger bread pretend cookies. Keeping with the Autumn
celebrations we learnt how to mix colours and made some leaf hand prints.
Have a lovely weekend
Wales Class
We have had a lovely week in Wales class this week. In English we have written some fantastic
sentences in our news books, solved clues to guess our new story of The Gingerbread Man
and read the story acting it out with the stick puppets. We developed our fine motor skills by
playing with the gingerbread scented play dough and other activities in our 'finger gym' along
with our letter and number formation. In maths we have been working on addition using
different methods such as counters and using a number line. In Science, we investigated our
5 senses by exploring objects to see which body parts we use to smell, touch, taste, hear and
see. Our PE lesson focused on moving our body in lots of different ways and we loved listening
to the song 'I can move my body like anything'. On Wednesday we learnt all about Harvest
and prepared for our special Harvest Festival. We practiced our songs in Music and explored
the musical instruments. On Thursday we continued exploring our local area with a special
visit to St. Peter's Church in Woolton Village. On Friday we had our wonderful Harvest Festival
when we handed over our huge food bank collection. Big thanks to everyone who has kindly
donated. Have a lovely weekend everyone.
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Key Stage 2
Key Stage Leader: Mrs Lisa Walker
Lisa.Walker@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Key Stage 2 this week have been immersed in the Autumn changes of the UK culminating in
our first Primary Department student led assembly of the year. Alongside KS1 the students
have learnt about how food is grown and harvested and presented this in this morning’s
assembly. The narrating was wonderful and the singing from all was superb! Thank you to
Chris from South Liverpool Foodbank for joining us to explain about their work and thankyou
to all of our families and staff for their generosity in providing food for 200 families today.
Class USA welcomed Kyle from Key Stage 4 into class on Thursday. Kyle read to them a
creative story he had written himself. The students were enthralled and the questions and
answers were amazing! Kyle will now be joining us in KS2 twice a week to lead story time until
the end of term across the classes - a fantastic opportunity for peer led learning. Well done
all. Mrs. Walker 🙂
Portugal Class
We've had a very busy week this week! We have spent some time preparing for our Harvest
Assembly, learning the songs and our lines. We learnt all about what Harvest is and why we
celebrate it. We decorated a lovely box to put all our Harvest donations into. We also made
some brilliant Autumn collages to go with the theme!
We've been looking at the story of the Three Little Pigs in English and have really enjoyed
this. We have retold the story using puppets, sequenced the story and also completed a
comprehension task!
We look forward to next week to carry on with our learning!
Have a lovely weekend! 🙂
USA Class
This week the students have been studying multiplication in maths (more and more!) , all about
bones in Science and in English have been writing acrostic Harvest poems . We have also
learnt about the role of the Student council and are looking forward to taking part in next week’s
election.
France Class
Another busy, fun week in class France. The pupils have enjoyed learning about Harvest and
making decorations for our Harvest donation basket. We have continued our work on number
sentences in Math, using blocks and other items to work on subtraction. For English the pupils
have been listening to the traditional story of the Three Little Pigs and working on different
activities to identify the main parts of the story. Keep up the hard work France class! 🙂
Spain Class
The students in Spain class have had another productive week and have enjoyed learning all
about Harvest Festival. There have been many kind donations towards our Harvest collection
and the students have enjoyed rehearsing for our Harvest Festival assembly!
On Wednesday, the students enjoyed their PSHE trip to Garston Park. It was fantastic to see
all the students playing together at the park, taking turns to use the swings, slides and obstacle
courses. Well done everyone and have a restful weekend.
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Italy Class
This week Italy class have been learning about subtraction in Maths. We have made our
own subtraction number sums on our mini whiteboards. In English we have been reading the
story of The Three Little Pigs. We talked about what happened in the beginning, middle and
end of the story. This week in RE we found out about the festival of Raksha Bandhan and
how the Hindu religion celebrate with their brothers and sisters. As a class we decorated and
made a harvest basket ready for our assembly. This week we welcomed our new pupil
Jamal, we hope you enjoy your time in Italy class!
Canada Class
Canada class have enjoyed learning all about Harvest this week! We went into the school
grounds and completed a Harvest Walk, as well as practicing singing the songs for our harvest
themed assembly. We then collected food donations from our families and used our colouring
skills to decorate a box to make up a Harvest hamper for a local food bank. Our story this
week in English was The Three Little Pigs, we came up with some fantastic descriptive words
and did superb drawings when making a WANTED! Poster for The Big Bad Wolf! We have
worked hard in maths looking at addition and subtraction, as well as ordinal numbers. For food
tech this week we practiced our skills of spreading and cutting in order to make some very
delicious sandwiches! 
Brazil Class
This week in Brazil class we have been learning about the Harvest festival. During food
technology we have made bread to link in with our Harvest week. We have also been writing
instructions on how to make bread. In Geography we looked at aerial photographs and then
worked together to make an aerial plan of our classroom. Brazil class have worked very hard
this week in maths learning about mathematical operations such as multiplication and addition.
All of the class have enjoyed practising our harvest festival songs.
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Key Stage 3
Key Stage Leader: Mr Mason
Ryan.Mason@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Malawi Class
We have had another busy week in Malawi, we can't believe it's already halfway to half-term!
Our Maths has consisted of column addition and subtraction this week, going all the way up
to tens of thousands! A mean feat by any standards, the students have carried themselves
well and done some brilliant work. Well done!
In English, we've been reading David Walliams' 'There's a Snake in My School!' and have
created character profiles for pre-existing characters of the story and even channelled our
inner Walliams by thinking up some of our own characters who might fit into his stories.
We have been learning how to plan and stick to a budget in Life Skills as well as taking
responsibility for making our own snack; watch this space for the chefs and caterers of
tomorrow!
On that note, we've gone all Willy Wonka in Design and Food Technologies, where we've
begun planning our own fancy and wacky chocolate bars. Any suggestions, feel free to throw
them in the mix!
Have a lovely weekend!
Cape Verde Class
This week Cape Verde class have been studying the illustrator Nick Sharatt. We have started
reading Cliffhanger by Jacqueline Wilson and also illustrated by Nick Sharratt. We discussed
what it would be like to go on an adventure camp and wrote postcards from to home. In PE
this week we joined with Malawi class and worked really well improving our dribbling skills in
basketball and then putting them into a game. In Science we have continued our topic of states
of matter and made some gooey slime. We began looking at our country Cape Verde and
found out some interesting facts. Cape Verde have also contributed to the food bank for
harvest and learnt about the harvest. Well done.
Madagascar Class
It has been busy week in Class Madagascar. We have been looking at French for languages
this half term and this week students looked at how to say the different colours. In Science we
have been investigating cymatics: looking at sound waves. We also enjoyed making Scottish
shortbread this week.
Kenya Class
This week in Kenya class we have been very busy! Along with starting our modelling project
and writing our own poems for National Poetry Day, we have also found time to work on our
money maths and even took a trip on the minibus to Allerton library. We had a good browse
of the fiction and non-fiction sections, and we each borrowed a book that we will return and
exchange in a couple of weeks. We would also like to welcome back our 12th Beatle to Kenya
class, Royle Mensah! Royle also turned 13 years old on Tuesday, and we have since shared
TWO birthday cakes, so happy birthday to Royle!
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Botswana Class
Botswana class have continued looking at the Second World War as part of our topic this half
term. We have watched a documentary about our city and what happened during the Blitz as
part of our Geography and History lessons. We were very surprised to see what happened to
some familiar monuments for example the Queen Victoria statue in town. As part of our
English work we have explored the characters within the story "The Boy in the Striped
Pyjamas".
Seychelles Class
This week in Seychelles class we have had a brilliant week in life skills we learned about
responsibilities in school and at home. We talked about how we all have different
responsibilities and some children told the class the things they do at home, for example,
helping around the house and keeping their bedrooms clean. In English we have carried on
reading the midnight gang, we even have some of the children reading out certain
characters every day. In music we have been focusing on making our own piece of music
using different instruments on the laptops, they all made fantastic pieces and were all very
proud. The pupil of the week in Seychelles class this week is Ciaran Phoenix well done for
all your hard work and effort in class this week.
Peru Class
This week we loved making Smores in food technology. We also celebrated a birthday and
loved the chocolate cake. In Geography we looked at local services in Woolton. In Science
we tried to make lemon rockets using lemon juice and bicarbonate of soda and really enjoyed
our practical lesson on gases using a variety of air toys and balloons. In Maths we have
continued our learning on multiplication and in English we have finished Esio Trot. We have
enjoyed making secret messages and have watched some of the film. In Art we have made
Modern Art on Canvas using a variety of techniques. We have also learnt about the story of
creation in RE and have extended our knowledge on French greetings.

Key Stage 4
Key Stage Leader: Miss Dallas
Katie.Dallas@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Samoa Class
We’ve had a good week on Samoa!
In English we wrote a letter pretending to be Victor Frankenstein to Henry. We wrote about
where Victor got the idea to create the monster, where he got the body parts from and how he
felt when the monster came alive. We also made our own Frankenstein monster, my monster
smells like rotten fish!
In maths we looked at number creators to order and compare numbers larger than 10, 000000!
We out numbers from biggest to smallest and used < (less than) and > (more than symbols).
In Science learned about cells, tissues and organs in animals and plants. This was great!
Science is one of my favourite lessons.
In history we learned about how Hitler became popular. We learned that he became popular
because he went against the treaty and he created jobs.
In food tech we made fairy cakes.
In life-skills we learned how to do washing and washed all the stinky football kits.
Take Care,
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By Chloe Howarth 
Australia Class
We have worked really hard this week in class Australia. We have been working on developing
our vocabulary in English and have mastered the art of using a thesaurus. We will use these
interesting words when we start writing our own fairy tales.
In Maths we continue with our number topic, looking at place value in particular. We have
made some great progress so far!
The latest craze in class Australia is chess! The students are really enjoying learning the rules
and taking turns trying to get each other into check-mate. It has been really nice seeing the
students interacting with one another in their free time.
Papua New Guinea Class
This week in PNG we have been continuing with Alice and Wonderland. We examined stylistic
features and used them in our own writing. In ICT we created our own computer game
characters based on the story. Jack made a particularly good Queen of Hearts villain!
In History we learned about the plague, how it came to England, the symptoms and how it
was treated. In Science we have continued learning about the stages of pregnancy.
Cuppa New Guinea was a sell out this week. The staff team are very proud of how well the
class worked together as a team with minimal input. We even had ordered out in record time!
Have a lovely weekend!
Fiji Class
Fiji class have had a great week and have produced some fantastic work. Our topic in English
since coming back to school has been focused on Edgar Allen Poe's 'The Tell-Tale Heart'.
This week the students have created their own authentic looking newspaper articles based on
the story.
In history Fiji class have been continuing their studies on Nazi Germany pre 1939.
Our students made some delicious chicken fajitas in food technology this week, practicing
their food hygiene and safe food preparation that we have been learning about the past few
weeks.
Quentin Blake's illustrations have been our class focus for art this half term, looking at his style
of drawing and painting, Fiji class have been creating their own paintings using the same style.
We have also been incorporating lessons on Mindfulness on a weekly basis in class firstly
focusing on the 5 senses the class have done so far taste and touch, and will over the coming
weeks be doing sound, smell and sight before moving onto other areas of mindfulness.
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Key Stage 5
Leaders: Mr McVerry and Miss Caddick
Anthony.McVerry@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Claire.caddick@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Christmas Island Class
We walked to Tesco to practice our road safety and money skills and bought some class mugs
for our hot drinks on Wednesday.
On Thursday we went to Myerscough Collage and looked around the place we saw animals
and students, a few students are interested in applying there for September. We also had
lunch out before going to the Gym, a busy but fun day.
On a sad Alpha dreams went bankrupt! (A Game Company)
Thank you
Jay Wagner
New Zealand Class
New Zealand have had a very busy week! On Tuesday we visited the Arriva Bus depot to talk
about career pathways and had a tour, a bus ride and a look at the shiny new Arriva Click!
Thoroughly enjoyed and left with fantastic goodie bags. In employability we are looking to
develop our career strategies, taking inspiration from the young people on Stacey Dooley’
Nine to Five Documentary on BBC iplayer. In Maths we have been working on rounding
numbers and enjoyed a lesson delivered by our own Daniel Kotas! We have had a focus on
creative writing this week in English and are thoroughly enjoying Ratburger. Our first week of
Juice Zealand was very successful and I was super impressed with how well we worked as a
team. Well done boys!
Miss Boyle 😊
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Photographs Week 5
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Students of the Week 5
EYFS/Key Stage One
Ireland

Layal Ali

Wales

Archie Moon
Key Stage Two

Portugal

Georgina Hudson

USA

Jack Woods

Brazil

Isaac Mellor

France

Archie Fletcher

Canada

Jack Colclough.

Spain

Noah Lowe

Italy

Kaiden Devine
Key Stage Three

Madagascar

Lexie

Seychelles

Ciaran Phoenix

Cape Verde

Marcus Karran

Botswana

Joshua Brough

Mozambique

Kai Denney

Malawi

Sam Kelly

Kenya

Harry Sorensen

Peru

Kyle Pickett
Key Stage Four

Australia

Marcel Gawronski

Papua New Guinea

Tyler Sherwood

Samoa

Lewis Panagopoulos

Fiji

Anthony Shinks
Key Stage Five

New Zealand

Dan Kotas

Tasmania

Luke Hill

Christmas Island

Arrianne Clare
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Head’s Weekly Newsletter

Mrs Ania Hildrey, Headteacher, headteacher@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

